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Note: This manual is a guide for the RPOD CLASSIC rpods. For instructions on installing consoles, PC, mobile devices and other devices, 
please refer to their documentation.

Thank you for purchasing the RPOD CLASSIC!

Welcome to RIOTORO

Enjoy your favorite games with the RPOD CLASSIC true wireless earbuds 
enabled with DSP Noise Cancellation. 

The 6.0mm drivers enrich your listening experience with high-fidelity sound, and 
onboard touch controls let you manage your RPOD CLASSIC with a tap. 

The RPODS CLASSIC earbuds include a charging case that extends battery life 
to up to 9 hours of listening per charge and up to 27 hours in total. Using 
Bluetooth 5.0 it allows seamless pairing with your Bluetooth-enabled device and 
long range connectivity to enable you to move freely.
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Exploded view
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1. Charging indicator
2. Charging slot
3. Type-C charging port
4. Wireless charging area
5. Microphone
6. LED indicator
7. Removable ear tips
8. Multifunction button (MFB)
9. Charging thimble
10. Light sensor
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6Textured ear tips Secure fit

1Case Charge your rpods

6Smooth ear tips Comfort fit
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WHAT’S IN THE BOX
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Enjoy your gaming 
experience
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Please take the following precautions: 

- Handle your rpods with care.  
- Do not try to open the rpods as you might damage its components.
- To avoid damaging components by electrostatic discharge, periodically
  ground yourself by touching an unpainted metal surface or by using a 
  wrist grounding strap. 
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PRECAUTIONS
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REQUIREMENTS

In order to configure the RPOD CLASSIC you will need:

1. A flat working area (e.g. desk or table) 
   with sufficient space

2. Bluetooth enabled devise



Ready, Setup, Go
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SPECIFICATIONS
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G
EN

ER
AL Qualcom 3020

ABS + PC
Black / White
Yes, DSP Noise Cancellation
Stereo
Wireless
Bluetooth
Yes
32.8 ft / 10.0 m
Yes
Yes
In-Ear
Yes, Secure Fit and Comfort Fit 
55mAh
350mAh
1 in rpods; two in charging case
5
Call, track selection, volume
7.5 hours
up to 27 hours Yes, DSP Noise Cancellation
1.5 hrs
65.0 hrs
True Wireless In-Ear
Bluetooth 5.0
<5%,200Hz-3kHz
16 Ohms ±15%
6.0 mm
95±3dB
20Hz - 20KHz
-20~60℃
HFP/HSP/A2DP/AVRCP
Yes
5v

- Chip:
- Material:
- Color: 
- Noise Canceling:
- Sound Mode: 
- Connection Type:
- Wireless Connectivity:
- True Wireless: 
- Maximum Wireless Range:
- Water Resistant:
- Built-In Microphone:
- Headphone Fit:
- Ear Tips:
- Ear Bud Battery Capacity: 
- Charging Case Battery Capacity:
- Number of Charges:
- IPX Level:
- Controls:
- Maximum Talk Time:
- Battery Life:
- Full Charge Time:
- Standby Time:
- Headphone Type:
- Connection Type:
- THD:
- Impedance:
- Driver Diameter:
- Sound Pressure Level:
- Frequency Response: 
- Working Temperature: 
- Profile:
- Wireless Charging:
- Charging Voltage:



Your RPODS come with two sets (Secure fit / Comfort fit) of small, medium, and 
large silicone ear tips. Choose the size or combination of sizes that best fits your 
ear.

RPOD CLASSIC TWS RPODS
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CHOOSE YOUR EAR TIPS

Note: RPOD CLASSIC com come with pre-installed medium size ear tips, try using the medium-sized ear tips in your ears, if you
          can’t get a good seal, try adjusting the RPOD or switch to a different sized ear tip. 

Take the rpods and accessory box out of the 
packaging and lay them (up side down) on a flat 
surface.

Have a feel of each type of ear tip and choose the 
one you like best. Secure fit are recommended for 
activities with movement and Comfort fit for 
relaxing moments.



If you need to change the pre-installed medium-sized ear tip, choose the fit and 
size you want from the provided options.

To remove an ear tip, pull firmly with your fingers at 
the base of the ear tip, where the ear tip is 
attached to the RPOD.

To attach an ear tip, align the ear tip with the 
connector on the RPOD. Push the ear tip onto the 
connector until you hear it click into place.

RPOD CLASSIC TWS RPODS
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HOW TO REMOVE AND ATTACH EAR TIPS



Note: rpods make a double ding sound and green light in on for 2 seconds.

Turning on your RPODS is quick and easy

Hold the multi-function button in both rpods for 3 
seconds. 

Take out both rpods from the charging box and 
they will power on.

1 2

RPOD CLASSIC TWS RPODS
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HOW TO TURN ON



Note: rpods make a double ding sound and red light in on for 2 seconds.

Turning off your RPODS is quick and easy

Place rpods into the charging case, they will start 
to charge and power off. Make sure both rpods are 
in the charging box or else none will power off. 

Hold the multi-function button in both rpods for 3 
seconds.
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HOW TO TURN OFF

Chapter 2
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Settings Bluetooth

Bluetooth

MY DEVICES

SPITFIRE X1S PLUS Connected i

OTHER DEVISES

RPOD CLASSIC

Note: rpods make a triple ding sound and flash red and green lights during pairing mode. Once paired both rpods make double 
ding sounds and the light flashes slowly in green.

Make sure the RPODS and Bluetooth enabled device are in close proximity
to each other (no more than 3 feet apart).

Take both rpods out of the charging case, the LED 
indicator light will flash repeatedly red and green 
indicating they are ready to pair.

Make sue the Bluetooth is turned on in your devise 
and select RPOD CLASSIC. Once paired the green 
light will flash slowly to indicate connection.
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HOW TO PAIR

Chapter 2
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Settings Bluetooth

Bluetooth

MY DEVICES

SPITFIRE X1S PLUS Connected i

OTHER DEVISES

RPOD CLASSIC

Note: rpods make a triple ding sound and rapid red and green lights will flash to indicate it is ready to pair.

The RPODS are design to remember the last connected devise.

The RPODS automatically reconnect to the last 
paired devise. If they fail to reconnect within 3-5 
seconds, they will automatically enter to pairing 
mode.

If automatic reconnect does not work, turn off the 
Bluetooth, disconnect or forget the RPODS on 
your device. They will automatically enter to 
pairing mode.
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AUTOMATIC PAIRING / DISCONNECTING

Chapter 2
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Once you have paired your RPODS you are ready to wear.

Insert the RPODS into your ear and gently make it 
fit comfortably.

The ear tips should make a good seal with your ear 
canal. When the fit is right, you experience better 
noise cancellation and sound.
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HOW TO WEAR

Chapter 2
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Note: When rpods are low on power they will ding prompt 4 times and red lights will flash every 10 seconds until they are 
recharged or turn off.  Automatic power down will happen if rpods are not charged. 

The RPODS are capable of making and receiving calls from the paired devise. 

A triple ding prompt will let you know of incoming 
calls. On either RPOD, answer or hang up calls by 
tapping the multi-function button once, to reject a 
call hold the button for 2 seconds and release.

In order to enable your digital assistant simply 
triple tap the multi-function button and wait for 
your digital assistant prompt.
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USING FOR CALLS

tap tap



Note: When rpods are low on power they will ding prompt 4 times and red lights will flash every 10 seconds until they are 
recharged or turn off.  Automatic power down will happen if rpods are not charged. 

The RPODS are the perfect peripheral for all your audio needs.

To play / pause, double tap the multi-function 
button on either RPOD. 

To choose next track, tap the multi-function button 
for 2 seconds on the left RPOD. For the previous 
track do it on the right RPOD. A single ding prompt 
as confirmation.

1 2

USING FOR AUDIO
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RPOD CLASSIC TWS RPODS

tap tap



Note: repeat the process until you reach the desired level

You are able to change volume directly on your RPODS.

To increase volume, gently slide your finger from 
the multi-function button to the bottom of the right 
rpod. 

To decrease volume, gently slide your finger from 
the multi-function button to the bottom of the Left 
rpod. 

1 2

HOW TO CONTROL VOLUME

Chapter 2 19

RPOD CLASSIC TWS RPODS

Slide Slide



Note: The charging pins in the case provide DC 5V+/-0.1V voltage output. Once the battery voltage of the case is lower than 
3.2V, the output of the charging pins turn off. (At this time, the rpods will turn on automatically if they are in the case, and turn 
off automatically if Bluetooth device is not connected for 5 minutes, they will not power on in charging case at this time. )

Chapter 2 20

Chagrining your RPOD CLASSIC rpods is as simple as placing them in the 
charging case and wait one hour for a full charge.

Place the rpods into the charging case, the LED 
indicator will turn solid red when charging and off 
when charging has completed.

As the case charges the rpods, each indicator light 
will dim. AII LED indicators of charging case will be 
off when rpods are fully charged.
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HOW TO CHARGE WITH USB TYPE-C

RPOD CLASSIC TWS RPODS



Place RPODS into the charging case, they will 
start to charge and power off. 

Note: depending on the chosen wireless charger you choose, they might cause the case to heat up, if this happens be careful,  
avoid direct contact, set the case aside and let it cool off. 

RPOD CLASSIC TWS RPODS
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For your convenience the RPOD CLASSIC case is equipped with USB Type-C for 
fast charging and wireless charging.

Place the case on the wireless charger of your 
choosing and let it charge. AII LED indicators will 
turn solid white when fully charged.

1 2

HOW TO CHARGE WIRELESSLY



Note: once you successfully restore the rpods they will automatically power on and TWS pair. After TWS paired, Left rpod will 
enter into pairing mode.

Restoring the RPOD CLASSIC to factory settings is really simple.

Place the rpods in the charging case. Tap the rpods on the multi-function button five 
times. You can do it simultaneously or one at a 
time.

1 2

RESTORING TO FACTORY SETTINGS

Chapter 2
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The RPOD CLASSIC have been designed to with touch controls to make your 
experience easy and convenient.

Detail

Previous Track On the right rpod long press the multi-function button for 2 seconds.

Next Track On the left rpod long press the multi-function button for 2 seconds.

Play / Pause On either rpod double tap the multi-function button in audio state.

Volume Down On your left RPOD slide your finger downwards, repeat the process 
until you reach the desired volume level.

Volume Up On your right RPOD slide your finger downwards, repeat the process 
until you reach the desired volume level.

Voice Assistant When on standby / audio state, triple tap the multi-function button on 
either RPOD.

Reject Call Long press the multi-function button for 2 seconds.

Take / End Call

Power On / Off

Double tap the multi-function button on either RPOD.

Press the multifunction button for 3 seconds on each rpods and it will 
power on / off. A slow flashing green light indicates power is on, when 
the power is off there is no light.

Touch Controls

General Functions

Chapter 2
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Everything Else
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Note: Do not spray liquid directly onto the case, liquid could drip inside it and cause electrical shock.

If you need to clean your gaming computer by doing more than wiping it 
down with a clean cloth, follow these instructions:

- Complete power down of your machine, display and peripherals.
- Disconnect all the power cables from the electrical outlet power strip.
- Disconnect all peripherals from the machine.
- Clean the machine with a soft, lint-free paper or cloth damped with mild
   soap and water.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE

Chapter 3
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

In order to achieve maximum safety while using your RPOD CLASSIC, we suggest 
that you adopt the following guidelines:

- Keep the RPODs away from extreme heat and humidity, high heat will decrease 
  the lifespan of the RPODs and battery  (below 0°C or above 45°C).
- The RPODs should be charged at least once every 6 months. 
- Clean with a soft cloth, damp with diluted soap water solution if 
  necessary, never use chemical cleaners.
- Do not drop the RPODs on hard surfaces. 
- Don't disassemble or modify your earbuds for any reason to avoid any 
  damages and danger.
- When not in use, power the RPODs off and store in a cool, dry place.
- If the earbuds are left unused for over two weeks, you will need to do 
  a full recharge.
- Be sure to use a 5V DC, 1A charger made by qualified manufacturer.
- Ensure that the distance between your device and the earbuds is not too far away 
  and that nothing is blocking the signal between your device and the earbuds.
- Functions of the earbuds may differ due to different protocols supported by 
  different wireless devices.
- Don't over charge to avoid the risk of fire.
- Don't put the device's LED lights close to humans' or animals' eyes. 
- Do not use the earbuds during a thunderstorm as they may cause serious malfunction 
  and increase the risk of electric shock.
- Do not clean the earbuds with harsh chemicals or strong detergents.

Chapter 3
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Limited Warranty. RIOTORO warrants the Product to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship when used normally in accordance with the official documentation for the 
applicable Warranty Period from the date of retail purchase. 

Exclusions and Limitations. This Limited Warranty does not cover:
- Software, including (without limitation) software added to the RIOTORO-branded 
   hardware products or third-party software;
- Non-RIOTORO branded products and accessories, even if packaged and sold with the Product;
- Problems with and/or damage to the Product caused by using accessories, 
   parts, or components not made by RIOTORO;
- Damage caused by service (including upgrades and expansions) performed by anyone who is 
   not officially acting as an employee, representative or sub-contractor of RIOTORO;
- Claims arising from any unacceptable use or care of the Product;
- Claims arising from external causes, including (without limitation), accidents,
   acts of God, liquid contact, fire or earthquake;
- Products with a serial number or date stamp that has been altered, obliterated or removed;
- Cosmetic damage, minor cosmetic abnormalities (including minor pixel abnormalities) 
   and normal wear and tear, including (without limitation) scratches, dents and chips.

For the latest and current terms of the Limited Product Warranty, please visit 
www.riotoro.com/warranty.

LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY ("Limited Warranty") 
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RECOMMENDED PARTS

CONVERTIBLE: Morpheus, the world's first convertible PC case, allows you to resize your 
PC as your needs evolve. The perforated mesh exterior and keeps the PC cool, and USB 
Type-C provides state-of-the-art connectivity.

FULL TOWER: The CR1288TG Prism RGB full-tower is larger in volume than desktop 
cases, with more room for drive bays, expansion slots, and custom or all-in-one (AIO) water 
cooling solutions.

MID TOWER: The budget-friendly CR500’s steel and tempered glass design showcases 
your build. Its dual chambers and direct airflow layout keep the PC cool and quiet.

MINI TOWER: The ultra-compact CR1088 Prism updates the award-winning CR1080 with 
a new black/red exterior, RGB lighting, increased internal space, and dust filters. It packs a 
punch with support for full-size ATX motherboards, power supplies and graphics cards. 

CASES



COOLING

Chapter 3
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RECOMMENDED PARTS

BIFROST 240: is a new generation water cooling solution for both AMD and Intel processors 
uses a 240.0 mm radiator with dual 120.0 mm static pressure 120.0 mm fans for extreme 
cooling that fits nearly any PC case.

CROSS-X LED Fan (Red, White, Blue): Delivers unparalleled Cooling Performance with it's 
Precision-Molded Fan Blade Design and a Fan Speed of 1500 RPM and exceeds expecta-
tions with a very comfortable 26.5 dB decibel noise rating.
 



PERIPHERALS

Chapter 3
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RECOMMENDED PARTS

AUROX:  the Aurox Prism RGB gaming mouse combines an ergonomic exterior with an 
ultra-precise 10000 DPI optical sensor, 8 programmable buttons, aluminum scroll wheel, 
and customizable RGB lighting.

NADIX: The Nadix gaming mouse features RGB multicolor lighting a 10000 DPI optical 
sensor, and 7 programmable buttons. The durable finish provides years of comfortable 
gameplay.     

The Ghostwriter PRISM: features cutting edge stealth design with German made Cherry 
MX  switches. With many different options to choose from, the Ghostwriter PRISM 
keyboards have been designed to enhance your gaming style.

The Ghostwriter Classic: is a brand new keyboard featuring unique stealth design and 
low-profile, quiet membrane keys blend understated style with comfort and quiet efficiency.



© 2020 RIOTORO Inc. All rights reserved. RIOTORO, the RIOTORO logo, 
and RPOD CLASSIC are trademarks of RIOTORO Inc., Registered in the U.S. and 
other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
Product may vary slightly from those pictured.

Technical Support and Customer Service 
US & Canada 
1-888- 270-7090 
support@riotoro.com 
cs@riotoro.com 
 
sales@riotoro.com 

© Copyright 2020 RIOTORO. All rights reserved.
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
Reproduction in whole or part without written permission is prohibited.
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